Integrated Vehicle Intelligence
Solution

“

We have found ACETECH AVI, ECU and ECO-Run to be reliable, stateof-the-art products, backed up by a dependable and technical service
team. ACETECH allows us to manage our fleet with more efficiency and
operate more cost effectively.

”

- Dean Wilkinson, Deputy Chief
Essex-Windsor EMS

The safest ambulances equipped with the intelligence
to empower you.
Crestline’s aerodynamic aluminum ambulance has the strongest roll cage in the industry. Together
with ACETECH, Crestline provides the most advanced and safest emergency vehicles equipped
with the intelligence to elevate efficiency, protect your vehicles and staff, while reducing fuel and
operating costs.

ACETECH Integrated Vehicle Intelligence solution is a
must for keeping your fleet running at maximum efficiency.

Integrated Vehicle
Intelligence Solution
ACETECH is a fully Integrated Vehicle Intelligence solution that provides a stream of real-time information empowering YOU to
take control of the operational performance and driver behavior of individual vehicles, and your entire fleet. ACETECH’s interactive
cloud-based information is accessible through a simple, secure, visual web-interface. You can even receive text and email alerts
on the go.
ACETECH modules seamlessly merge with your vehicle’s onboard electronics and communications to give you real-time
information into every facet of operational conditions. Benefit from increased driver and occupant safety, crash prevention, and
fleet tracking. Increase your fuel efficiency while reducing carbon emissions and operating costs.
The ACETECH Advanced Vehicle Informatics Module
combines GPS, OBDII, and accelerometer data for a
dynamic view on each vehicle at rest and in motion. The
AVI module provides data-streams on location, engine
status with system diagnostics, driver dashboard status,
speed, and directional forces including acceleration,
deceleration, and cornering. This data enables many
of the ACETECH Insight Reports including Deployment,
Safety, and Maintenance.

ACETECH WiFi provides in-vehicle connectivity
with WiFi enabled devices and provides
excellent bandwidth for wired fail-over
connections, or Internet connectivity in remote
locations. A rugged housing and industrial-class
hardware ensures operability in the harshest
application environments and external antennas
allow installation in hardened locations and
enclosures.

The ACETECH Electronic Control Unit serves as the hub
for all of your vehicle’s electronics and lighting systems,
and provides you with easy, programmable control and
monitoring of these systems. The ECU also provides
enhanced functionality to the other ACETECH modules,
which expands the level of information and control
available in the ACETECH Insight Reports.

ACETECH Driver Identification gives you the
ability to track and coach driving behaviors.
The Driver ID module identifies individual
drivers and tracks their behaviors, even if they
operate different vehicles. i-Button FOB or RF
card reader styles are available.

The patented ACETECH ECO-Run Module is an idlemanagement tool that eliminates excessive idling
on scene. The module monitors battery levels and
compartment temperatures and automatically shuts
the engine off when they are at optimal levels. When
levels fall below set parameters, the module turns the
engine back on. The module also includes security and
safety features, emergency override, driver control and
administrative lock-out. This data enables the ACETECH
Fuel Saver Report.

The In-Cab Audio Module vehicle provides
drivers with audible cues and alerts to help
coach drivers on safe driving behavior. The
module features multiple audio levels based
on potential driving violations.
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